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July 2017 - Update  

Dear Friends, 

 

We have seen encouragements, but these have been balanced by tribulations and disappointments. The provision by 

the Lord’s gracious hand has been very great, yet we are still kept totally dependent on His aid. The needs for help for 

the orphans increases with increasing food prices. The requests for Bibles and literature grow yet further. During the 

period FGEA has purchased over 1700 KJV Bibles from the Trinitarian Bible Society (TBS) for shipment to 

Zimbabwe and Malawi. However, this is still less than the expected demand at the planned meetings, not to speak of 

the literature that is being requested! When I first travelled to Africa in 2005, I took 40 Bibles with me in my luggage, 

thinking this was a large quantity. I soon learnt otherwise in the African context, and returned to the UK with requests 

for over 3000 Bibles. It is a great encouragement to see the thirst for faithful versions of God’s Word continue, but it 

brings us to pray for the Lord’s provision to the many souls that are hungering and thirsting after the truth. 

 

At the end of last year, the TBS very kindly granted to FGEA 1263 Portuguese Bibles for Maputo in Mozambique. 

When the shipment arrived a few months later, there was the challenge and cost of extracting them from the port 

authorities and Customs. After much prayer, many emails and a phone call to 

Mozambique the arrangements were put in place and the FGEA funding received to 

gain clearance and transportation of the Bibles to our contact person (a friend of the 

FGEA Zimbabwe co-ordinator). In this we were greatly favoured by the assistance 

(and even a donation to the costs) by the shipping agent in Maputo. The photos 

below show the driver and the agent being given some Bibles.  

 

Malawi 

 

Elwyn Maliwa (FGEA Malawi Co-ordinator) travelled to various parts of Malawi to meet with FGEA (Malawi) 

members to encourage them, pray together and to distribute KJV Bibles and literature. Elwyn reports: 

 

“The third place to visit was Dedza. The meeting at Dedza was in the morning and then we left Dedza for Thete where 

the meeting was scheduled for 1-00pm but it started at 2-00pm. it was a wonderful meeting. On our way back, we were 

soaked in the rains since we travelled by motorcycles. The place where the rains started, there was no place to hide 

Distribution in of the French edition of “Mystery, Babylon the Great” to 

Congolese refugees in Nyarugusu Refugee Camp (Tanzania) 
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from the rains. In this visit, the National Secretary accompanied the National Coordinator. The Word was read from 2 

John 1.” 

 

Elwyn also took the opportunity to update the brethren 

on the progress with the revision of the Chichewa New 

Testament, which is being done in partnership with TBS, 

requesting the prayers of the brethren. Detailed revision and 

checking of the draft text of the New Testament is 

continuing, with another review meeting held in Lilongwe 

in June. 

 

The last 6 months has seen further extension of our 

partnership with TBS in Zambia and the provision of 

assistance in Zimbabwe. 

 

Our co-ordinator in Zambia, Duwen Musaka, also went to 

Mkushi as part of an FGEA(Zambia) visit. Duwen reported: 

“We had a good time with pastors and other church leaders. 

There were about 90 pastors and other leaders in attendance 

on Saturday. I had time to talk about FGEA and what we are 

currently doing. I also mentioned about our plans to visit 

Mkushi in 2018 [i.e. with the Chairman], God willing. I 

appealed to the audience to become part of the Association 

for the benefit of the church in Mkushi and the surrounding 

areas. 

“I also had time with the Word of God as this is the most 

important aspect of the ministry. We had time to look at some 

missing words, phrases, and verses in the Bemba Bible. The brethren were very thankful for the revelations in the 

Bemba Bible [the 1956 Bemba version is based on the corrupt Revised Standard Version]. 

“While looking at the Bemba Bible, others in the audience who had English modern versions started saying their 

Bibles don't have the same things which are missing in the Bemba Bible. The session became very lively as people 

turned to confirm whether their Bibles had something missing. They shouted, 'even this Bible does not have that!' 

At the end of our meeting we distributed 98 Bibles and books to the participants.” 

 

Eastern Congo 

 

I am very thankful to be able to report that the school building at Fizi Orphan Centre was completed in February, 

although the children and teachers were already able to make use of the building before then, ensuring that there was 

no disruption to the work there. Fred Wakula (FGEA Co-ordinator) visited Fizi just before the final brickwork was 

completed, and he sent these photos. 

 

Support for the Fizi orphanage and school has continued each month. Furthermore, through a very kind donation it has 

recently been possible to concrete the floors and veranda of the new school building. Given a temporary strength in 
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sterling vs US Dollar at the time, there was a surplus which allowed purchase of a new stock of medicines for the 

orphans and some maintenance to windows and the solar power supply system at the orphanage. 

 

Whilst Fred was in Fizi he 

carried with him quantities of 

French literature that had been 

printed and sent from Zambia. 

This was the literature that 

should have been ready for my 

September 2016 visit to Fizi, but 

it took over 6 months to arrive. 

The majority of the literature was 

the French edition of “Mystery, 

Babylon the Great” warning 

about the dangers of false 

religion. Sadly, there is no 

shortage of false and corrupt 

religion in this part of Africa, so 

the distribution of this to local pastors in Fizi and others from outlying areas 

is most needful. Although it was a disappointment that I could not 

personally distribute the books in 

September, I felt at the time that 

the Lord had a purpose in the 

delay and that I could leave it in His hands. May the Lord abundantly bless 

the written word. 

 

Fred Wakula also distributed some of the French literature to staff and 

Bible students at “Université Evangelique en Afrique” (UEA) in his home 

city of Bukavu. He had a few English KJV Bibles to give out, and there 

was an earnest request from the students for another 40 KJV Bibles. These 

have since been sent from the UK using FGEA funds, along with TBS 

booklets on Bible versions in English and French. 

 

Andhra Pradesh, India 

 

Since January 2017, we have been provided with the funds 

to undertake more printing of literature in the local Telugu 

language. The need is so immensely great and there is such 

a great thirst for the truth. 1000 copies each of “Bible 

Doctrines Simply Explained” and “Jesus, the Way” have 

been reprinted in Ponnur. Pastor Sudhakar (FGEA India 

Co-ordinator) wrote to express his heartfelt thanks to 

FGEA members and supporters for the literature: 

“Thank you very much for your loving help to print the 

books in our one language in Telugu. Thank you so much 

for your love shown for the Indian people. These books 

are very beneficial to the ministry of the gospel here in 

India. These books are very useful to the Church and to 

those who do not know the gospel. These books are very 

helpful to preach the gospel, establish and strengthen the 

hearts of people.” 

 

 

Pastor Sudhakar, has continued to make many visits to local churches and has an-ongoing need for further Bibles and 

literature. However, we were able to help to buy extra Telugu Bibles for when he was invited to speak at a couple of 

larger outdoor gatherings outdoors for preaching and Bible/book distribution. Photos below show distribution of 

existing stock of “Jesus the Way” (Telugu) as well as Telugu Bibles specially bought for these meetings. 

Pastor Sudhakar distributing KJV Bibles and the Telugu 

edition of “Bible Doctrines Simply Explained”  
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During the period, the regular support for the Ponnur orphanage was continued, and included the additional funds 

necessary for May/June when the long school holiday occurs. Not only do the orphans need new equipment for the 

start of the new term, but throughout the holiday they do not receive a free school meal, which puts an additional 

demand on funds needed for feeding them. 

 

Summary of Bible and Literature Distribution for the Period 1 January to 30 June 2017 

 

The following literature was purchased or sent using FGEA funding during the 6-month period.  

 

Bibles                  2428 

NTs/Gospels      49 

Calendars (TBS)      50 

Books               2169 

Booklets           2945  

2nd Hand literature          70 kg  

    

We would also thank the Bible Spreading Union for a grant of 100 KJV Bibles for India and 80 KJV Calendars for 

Zambia sponsored by customers of Ossett Christian Bookshop. 

 

May the Lord bless you each.   

With warm Christian greetings,    

Ian Sadler 

 

 


